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    ADHD may have evolved to give us foraging superpowers

          Plus other weird things we learned this week.
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    The revolutionary toy technology of ‘Captain Power’ that time forgot

          We enter a world of retro gaming, '80s toys, and television lore.
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      The best microscopes for students in 2024

    
          Seeing the small world up close gives students a clearer picture of the larger world around us. Here are the microscopes to help them get started.
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      Watch two tiny, AI-powered robots play soccer

    
          Google DeepMind's bipedal bots go head-to-head after years of prep.
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      Swing over to Amazon for 20% off a PlayStation 5 console

    
          The PlayStation 5 is a console that's made to be displayed and played, and right now it's on sale with a free download of Marvel's "Spider-Man 2."  
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    Myrtle the Turtle ‘in robust condition’ at age 95

          The 500-plus pound reptile did well at her most recent check-up at the New England Aquarium.
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    Internet providers finally forced to reveal all hidden fees on ‘nutrition’ label

          'Junk fees' beware.
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        Lasers provide clues to an early medieval money mystery

      

      
              Charlemagne potentially had major control over silver coins in the mid-7th century.
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              April is Distracted Driving Awareness Month.
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              From privatized weather to giant, cloud-seeding robots, 10 sci-fi scenarios are put to an (analytical) test.
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        Stellarator fusion reactor gets new life thanks to a creative magnet workaround

      

      
              Developed over 70 years ago, the stellarator has long been ignored in favor of options like tokamak reactors. It might be time for its 'quasiaxisymmetry' to shine.
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        These insects give off major red flags

      

      
              Matador bugs likely use their colorful and detachable hind legs as part of an elaborate defense strategy.
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              No single, unified list exists of all species cataloged by humans. Some scientists want that to change.
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              A new whitepaper offers a detailed look at how Z340 was decrypted after 51 years.
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              The autonomous bot could one day follow you around and clean your room.
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        It’s on! Three finalists will design a lunar rover for Artemis

      

      
              The Lunar Terrain Vehicle must be seen in action on the moon before NASA names its winner.
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